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First…

Please mute your

microphone and camera

Do you have a question? 

Ask it via chat!
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Today’s Agenda

Tax Technology 

Strategy & Roadmap 

Context & Setting the 

scene

Tax Technology Strategy

What is a TT strategy?

What are the benefits?

Key elements of a 

Tax Technology 

Strategy & Roadmap

How to start?

Making a business 

case

Real-life examples



TT Strategy & Roadmap: The bigger picture

Strategy & Governance

Technology & Data

Processes

Strategy

(Business/Finance/Tax)

ERP Tax sensitisation

(tax engine, blue printing, tax master data) 

Process & Controls

(end-to-end process review/improvement, TCF)

Tax Transformation Strategy

(tax technology strategy, technology roadmap)

)
Tax Compliance 

(compliance outsourcing, automation, preparation

Tax Data Management

(tax data strategy, tax data (warehouse)deployment)

Transformation themes
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Introduction – Current Climate and Global Insights 

17%

do not yet have any 

full-time resources focused on 

tax technology

81%

have one to five full-

time resources focused on tax 

technology



Further results 
from the global 
tax benchmarking 
study



Factors which drive Adoption of Technology

Legislation 

changes

Availability, 

accessibility 

better price 

points

Data 

Driven Tax 

Audits 

CTO facing 

competing 

demands

Stakeholder

reporting 

Poor ERP 

design

Ineffective 

customization 

of legacy 

systems 

Boards 

driving a 

digital 

agenda 

Tax 

software 

suites

Tax 

sensitised

ERP

Automation 

(RPA)

― External environment

― Internal environment  

― Technology Improvements 

― Ineffective deployment in the past 



Transformation
Towards a Tech/Data Enabled Tax Function

Traditional Tax Function Tax Function of the Future



High-Level Tax Transformation Journey

Manual in-country 

compliance 

processes

Standardized 

processes

Centralised 

Data Management

(all taxes)

Integration of Data & 

Analytics to drive 

accuracy and efficiency

End-to-end automation with 

introduction of broader taxes 

and other functions



The First Step
Having a Tax Technology Strategy



What is a Tax Technology Strategy?

― Defines the business plans for implementing and utilizing 

technology and automation

― Includes a road map of short-term through to long-term 

goals and objectives

― Takes into account current people, processes and 

technology already in place

― Fits within the wider digital or IT strategy of the business



Why the Need for a Tax Technology Strategy? 
― Previous one-off or standalone 

tax technology deployments 

were ineffective and did not meet 

the business need

― Tax Functions not leveraging or 

aware of technology or 

automation available to the rest 

of the business

― A clearly documented roadmap 

leads to an efficient and optimal 

rollout

Key benefits of having a Tax Technology Strategy

― Continuous improvement of tax processes using technology

― More likely to secure (broader) implementation support

― Capture synergies within the broader organization

― Make better decisions around technology 

investments



Example Tax Technology Roadmap
2020 2021 2022 2023

Develop 

Target 

Operating 

Model

Develop 

Tax 

Technology 

Strategy

TAX in SAP 

– S4 HANA 

Project

Hire new 

Tax Director 

in Spain

Hire 3 FTEs 

in Brazil for 

Indirect

RPA 

solution for 

state taxes 

in US

VAT 

compliance 

BOT in 

Germany

Implement 

EU-DAC6 

reporting 

tool

Tax Data 

Analytics in 

Russia

Tax 

Compliance 

Project in 

Austria

Global 

Service 

Provider for 

Indirect Tax

SAP Tax 

Ledger

Tax 

Accounting 

Solution for 

A countries

Tax Risk 

Manage-

ment

Global Tax 

Control 

Framework 

Project

Global VAT 

add-on 

solution 

(Thomson 

Reuters)
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The Second Step
How to start



Positioning Tax Technology in your business
What you want to be:What you don’t want to be:

Waiting for the perfect solution. Don’t try to buy 

a Swiss army knife; a product that tries to do 

everything, but masters nothing

Stagnant. Don’t over-invest in a single piece of 

technology at one point of time - need to avoid 

redundancies 

Unrealistic. Technology will not (at this stage) 

fully automate the tax compliance process at the 

click of a button  

Invested in the right suite of tax technology 

products for you; that complement one 

another

Nimble. Your technology needs will evolve –

Version 2 will have incremental improvements 

on Version 1, and so on  

A value-adder. Your primary role is still the 

service you provide to your organization; 

technology helps to enable or add value to your 

function, but it is not an end in itself



― Introduction – Purpose, Vision and Alignment

― Process – ‘As-Is’ process mapping and ‘To-Be’ future state design 

― Solution Outline – Technology & Automation: 

– Data Integration / Analytics

– ERP

– Reporting Technology

– Workflow

– Infrastructure & IT 

― Business Case & ROI

― Implementation & Deployment – Timeline Guiding Principles

Key components of a Tax Technology Strategy 



Think about how to create and present a 

Business Case

― Stakeholders have to be convinced based on a 

positive balance between cost and benefits 

over years

― Make sure to align the benefits from deploying 

the tax technology solution with your 

organisation’s overall strategy and objectives

― Think of whose budget the investment needs 

to come from

― Showing “quick wins” can help to convince to 

invest – e.g. VAT savings opportunities

― Subscription or licence basis rather than 

upfront capital cost – free trial periods

Recognize potential concerns and address these 

upfront

― The risk of premature redundancy 

― The need for maintenance and repairs 

― The risk of cost overruns or delays in 

deployment 

How? Prioritise and make a business case



Key objectives (Why)

― Realize cost savings or efficiency gains to the 

organization

― Meet new compliance challenges

― Move to adapt greater real-time reporting

Tax Technology Solution (What)

― Tax Insights Solution for VAT

Resources and planning (Who)

― FTE (data scientists, tax people) for y months 

Benefits components

― Direct (one-off) VAT/GST cash savings

― Risk mitigation of potential fines/penalties

― Reduction of manual work to perform monthly VAT 

return checking 

Costs components

― One-off implementation costs

― One-off investment in IT components

― Tax Insights solution usage fee, incl. maintenance 

(recurring) 

Example business case components



Cash savings to fund TT Roadmap execution



Client Case 1
Tax audit as a trigger for the implementation of continuous controls monitoring (transformation)

2018

Q4

Organization was 

exposed to tax 

audits in various 

jurisdictions – no 

visibility on tax 

control.

Initial meeting to 

discuss how to 

prepare for tax 

audits

2019

Q1

Performing 

reactive and 

proactive data-

driven tax 

reviews 

2019

Q2

Identification of 

root-causes, 

clustered into 

process, people 

and systems

2019

Q3-4

Tax risk 

management 

workshops to 

outline key risks 

(corporate tax 

and indirect tax)

2020

Q1

Select tax 

controls to 

mitigate tax risks 

– a mix of 

automated and 

manual controls, 

2020

Q3

Implement 

improved 

processes, 

including tax 

controls

2020

Q4

Select and 

implement 

technology 

solution for 

continuous 

controls 

management

2021

Q1?

Meeting with 

Global Tax Leader 

to expand 

approach to other 

Regions

OperationalTacticalStrategic



Client Case 2
Moving upwards in the tax transformation journey with a tax technology roadmap as the foundation

Current State Assessment Roadmap Design
Business Case 

Development
Buy or build decision

Implementation & 

Transformation

Direct Tax

Indirect Tax

Employee Taxes

Operational Taxes

Pitch 1

Pitch 2

Pitch 3

Pitch 4

Pitch 5

Proof of Value 1

Implementation 1

Implementation 2

High value

Low value

De-prioritized

Proof of Value 1

Proof of Value 2

Proof of Value 3

Proof of Value 4

Proof of Value 5 

Proof of Value 6

2 weeks 4 weeks 2 – 4 weeks 6 – 8 weeks2 – 4 weeks



In Conclusion: Some Take Aways
― Make sure to set clear ambitions as a Tax Function. 

What would be the ideal situation, if there were no 

restrictions on budgets and people? Communicate 

this vision more broadly.

― There will be unexpected problems. 

No single tax transformation journey will go as 

expected. Success will rely upon how you overcome 

problems and anticipate on these next time

― Define clear criteria to determine whether to build, 

buy or outsource and evaluate processes/technology 

regularly

― Start your journey today. There are many reasons not 

to start, but change requires a proactive and forward 

looking attitude



Questions?
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Thank you
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